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Communi ty  Benef i ts

Key Info
Project Area
LA SAFE Investment
Estimated Project Cost
Partners
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Location

Source: CPRA & FEMA
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Cam pus Plan
The Safe Haven campus strategically repurposes
existing buildings and land to manage stormwater in 
critical drainage areas, creates spaces for education 
and workforce development and spurs smart growth 
opportunities with expanded parks and trails.

Potential for repurposing existing kitchen for 
community events

Precedent image of stormwater management 
landscape at an entrance of a school

Precedent image of rain garden in a courtyard 
adjacent to parking

Precedent image of boardwalk over water storage 
area integrated with architecture

Precedent image of water storage area that doubles 
as terraced gathering space

Farming program / workforce development
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Future Boardwalks
Pavilion
Weir structure
Bridge
Future trail
Existing trail
Existing road
Existing bayou
Existing critical drainage
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Renovate and repurpose existing 
building

Educational pavilion

Water storage

Remove portions of existing concrete 
walk; build new boardwalks

Install pervious parking and 
driveways

Improve existing path and integrate 
with new path network

Improve landscape throughout 
building site
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Water storage

Even in higher ground locations, natural 
systems must be maximized to retain 
stormwater in response to current and 
heightened future flood risk. On the 
Safe Haven campus, this project will 
divert stormwater into existing forested 
land within critical drainage areas for 
detention benefits, while discouraging 
future development in these areas. 
Simultaneously, this project will implement 
the first of a multi-phase development 
illustrating how existing structures 
within vulnerable environments may be 
repurposed to benefit surrounding areas. 
Additionally, this project demonstrates how 
development buildouts can be juxtaposed 
alongside critical drainage areas to 
minimize exposure to severe, repetitive 
flood events. 

10 acres
Up to $6M
$11.5M

St. Tammany Parish, 
City of Mandeville, St. 
Tammany Parish Public 
Schools, potential private 
and nonprofit entities
Near Mandeville 

Enhances detention capacity in a critical drainage area 
adjacent to Cane Bayou, protecting campus facilities and 
surrounding neighborhoods residences.

Helps protect housing stock near a critical drainage 
area, improving property values and incentivizing further 
residential and commercial investment; integrates green 
infrastructure into parish sponsored projects.

Helps to alleviate street flooding adjacent to critical 
drainage area on key Hwy. 190 corridor, reducing danger 
to motorists and enabling better access for emergency 
vehicles.
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Provides residents with behavioral health services, 
educational, workforce training, stormwater management 
and coastal restoration programs; potential for a community 
garden/youth farm and teaching kitchen.

Integrates Safe Haven campus into Northshore culture, 
destigmatizing behavioral health services by collocating 
community amenities; creates a holistic mental healthcare 
campus and expands recreational opportunities.

Even in higher ground locations, natural systems must be maximized to retain stormwater in 
response to current and future flood risk. The Safe Haven Blue-Green Campus & Trails project is 
a Community Nonstructural Mitigation/Flood Risk Reduction and Public Services project that will 
enhance detention capabilities in a critical drainage area adjacent to Cane Bayou, protecting campus 
facilities and surrounding neighborhood residences. The project, located in Mandeville, will divert 
stormwater into existing forested land, illustrating how a multi-phase development with existing 
infrastructure in vulnerable environments can be repurposed to benefit surrounding areas. The 
project aims to catalyze development that integrates Safe Haven Campus and the essential services 
it provides into the surrounding community, with the ultimate goal of destigmatizing mental health 
and substance abuse programs and encouraging an inclusive culture in which Safe Haven’s critical 
services are better utilized.

During the first round of LA SAFE meetings, the project team hosted stakeholders of St. Tammany 
Parish at Northshore High School in Slidell. At this meeting, many residents recently affected by 
the floods of May and August 2016 were interested in discussing LA SAFE’s ability to help alleviate 
flood conditions both along the coast and near rivers, bayous and streams. The data gathered 
during this meeting clearly reveal residents’ anxiety about flood risk. Residents mentioned feeling 
stressed, nervous and concerned for the future condition of their community. The project team 
noted ten specific instances where attendees mentioned feeling fear and hopelessness. The 
residents who attended this meeting also expressed a desire to maintain the high quality of life in 
the parish through smarter development decisions as the population continues to grow. Meeting 
attendees spoke to a need for the regulation of certain development, especially in how it relates 
to environmental impact and putting people at risk. Much of the discussion in the first meeting 
revolved around recurring themes of smarter development, environmental impact and the high 
quality of life in St. Tammany. These categories were referenced approximately 150 times in a 
meeting that was attended by around 85 people.  In the second round of meetings, attendees from 
Mandeville specifically identified a need to increase connectivity and to alleviate flood risk in the 
community. In round three, the project team presented attendees with a vision for St. Tammany 
Parish based on the data gathered in the previous two rounds of engagement. Residents agreed 
with the overall vision and presented the project team with recommendations for specific projects 
ideas. They wanted to see projects that increased greenspace and stormwater retention capabilities 
and improved connectivity in areas of low and moderate risk. In the fourth round of engagement, 
the parish and representatives from Safe Haven proposed the Safe Haven Blue-Green Campus 
& Trails project idea as an opportunity to implement the concepts recommended by the public 
during the previous rounds of LA SAFE meetings. Residents confirmed their desire to have improved 
stormwater management capabilities as well as essential social and mental health services in St. 
Tammany Parish during the public polling process in the round five meetings. Those who marked 
their preference for a particular project during round five collectively chose this project as their 
favorite overall for investment. Eighteen different zip codes were represented across the in-person 
and online polling platforms.

St. Tammany Parish

Primary Adaptation Themes

Safe Haven Blue-Green Campus & Trails


